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Joyful News - December 5, 2015
Dr. Joy S. Pedersen
Joy S. Pedersen,
Founder of Express
Success LLC, is a
Licensed Spiritual
Healer, Certified
Spiritual Health
Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, ordained minister and
Doctor of Divinity as well as a
noted business consultant and
networker with a
celebrated international clientele.
She works closely with individuals
and businesses of all sizes over the
phone to overcome their challenges
with money, relationships, career,
business, health and well being.
Using both 21st Century
technological advances and
established, time-honored spiritual
techniques and gifts, her work
includes clearing negative
memories, energy, property
and karma. Her gifts bridge the gap
between heaven and earth and all
time and space.
The twin flame of Archangel
Michael, Dr. Joy is a spokesperson
for heaven and shares those
messages on the Express Success
blog. She authored the book
Wisdom of the Guardian: Treasures
From Archangel Michael to Change
Your Life. She was also a
contributing author to Big Bold
Business. Her chapter addresses
how your subconscious is either
supporting or sabotaging your
success.
Her pro bono work focuses on
global peace and prosperity by
clearing and healing the cause of
the karma affecting all humanity.

Wisdom of the Guardian

News to Improve
I've been feeling a little guilty lately because I mostly serve business owners but share
news from heaven more than what assists people in business specifically. Heaven has
wanted to help everyone transition into an easier life as well as business. Their
assistance is enormous and there is so much going on behind the scenes it's hard to
realize with all the negative news. So, I wanted to elaborate on the news for a
moment, which I have done below.
I also want to start speaking more about some of the issues we work on with business
owners and professionals.
And, as we are in the holiday season, I also wanted to address that also, which I
discuss below as well.
Wishing you a wonderful weekend.
Faithfully yours,
Joy

Negative News
Be mindful of the negative news. First of all, much of the media is powered by
darkness. The dark forces want you to live in fear because it opens the door for more
darkness. By not engaging in their tactics, you free yourself to experience more light.
More light actually assists in eliminating the darkness that is trying to undermine you.
God forewarned that there would be evidence of more darkness before there would be
more evidence of the light. That is what we are experiencing right now. It is forcing
people to choose sides. With every piece of news you hear, you get the opportunity to
choose which side you prefer to reside - the one of dark or the one of light.
As thoughts travel the globe within seconds, your thoughts of love enhance the light
on the planet. Your dark thoughts empower the darkness. When they share negative
news, their tactic is to engage negativity. Which camp would you like to support?
There is plenty of good news shared mostly on the internet. And, if that news is
followed more, the response in energy upon engaging with that news enhances the
light.
The light wins after this final battle with darkness. However, you have an opportunity
to move up the timeline by the thoughts you engage in. You get to choose how soon
you experience peace on earth by how quickly you choose peace over anything less
optimal for your own life.
Love your life, share your love and light, read about loving and positive news and that
will be YOUR reality. As soon as everyone else also chooses that as well, it will become
their reality as well.

The Holiday Season

I wish everyone a wonderful holiday season. It isn't always easy for those who are
experiencing any kind of challenge. Remember that those challenges are sometimes
based on triggered memories. It is our subconscious that projects and attracts our
results. If you are experiencing something less than desired during the holidays, start
with your perspective. Your negative memories may be triggered and attracting less
than desirable outcomes. Releasing those memories and living in the present helps.
Are you attached to an idea of what it should be rather than accepting what is? It isn't
always circumstances that are the challenge but the viewpoint we hold of them.
I sometimes offer a group holiday clearing because the holidays bring up many
unresolved issues and those memories that are triggered at this time of year can be
overwhelming. It is also particularly challenging for some now as the increase in light
flooding the planet is bringing up old issues more readily to help you release them.
Because holidays incorporate family, the family issues surface more readily.
Expectations aren't met. Old hurts surface. What hasn't been forgiven creates a barrier
to ease and effortlessness.
Because I usually work with business owners on a retainer basis covering all areas of
life and business, I have moved away from single sessions except for specific
challenges such as when someone wants to clear property, travel or upcoming event.
But, due to the holidays, I will do single sessions if someone wants extra support,
healing or clearing the remainder of the year.

Messages from
Heaven
For channeled messages from
God, angels and others, click.

Business Case Study

To schedule a session
or a 15-minute getacquainted call,
contact Dr. Joy
Email or call 800-801-7597

One of my regular clients had an out-of-town event planned. We cleared with the
travel [to and from event including every person, place and thing in between] and the
event itself. This included the intentions to the outcomes. There are many nuances and
variable to events. We try to be thorough and clear with them all.
As you clear the future, you are also really clearing the past and elevating the outcome
for all. With every clearing, you raise the vibrations and possibilities. Client reported
that overall everything went relatively smoothly and that he was happy with the
results. The sooner an event can begin being cleared with, the better it can go.

Let's get to know each other, the
challenges you face and the
solutions I provide. If there's a
fit, we can decide together what
options are best for you.

Click the icon above to connect with me through social media.
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